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From a Scalpel to a Paint Brush
Mixed media on a black card paper, 36 x 53.5 cm
30 September 2018 (Date of completion)

This painting depicts an artist holding a paint brush which 
touches the scalpel held by a surgeon behind the mirror. 
These are self-portraits of the author/painter, Anthony PC 
Yim, MD at different stages of his life. Having trained and 
practised as a thoracic surgeon for over thirty years, he 
gave up surgery he loved two years ago because of failing 
health. However, instead of reminiscing the past, he quickly 
picked up painting again to pursue his childhood dream of 
becoming an artist. His passion for art was evident by the 
phenomenal accomplishments he achieved in just over two 
years, including a 185-page album containing 227 pieces of 
his artwork, a debut solo art exhibition, and a huge paint-
ing measuring 3.1 x 2.5 metres, now proudly displaying 
in the entrance foyer of a brand-new hotel. His innovative 
mind-set also followed him from surgery to art. He explored 
mixed media on unconventional substrate (like black card 
here instead of the conventional Xuan paper or canvas) to 
best express himself through his work. His unusual expe-
rience (on pages 42-54 of this issue) epitomizes courage, 
adaptability, and tenacity in the face of adversity.
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EDITORIAL Insurance is an essential financial protection to everyone and, 
with no exception, to surgeons as well. Yet medical indemnity, 

the key interest of surgeons among all types of insurance, is not 
commonly discussed or well understood. In April this year, the 
Hong Kong Academy of Medicine organised a Medical Indem-
nity Forum which was well-received among colleagues. Hence 
the Editorial Board of Cutting Edge specifically spares the theme 
‘Medical Indemnity for Surgeons’ for this issue in the spotlight 
section. We are pleased to have invited Mr Woody WY Chang, 
Partner from Mayer Brown to explain more on the newly estab-
lished Apology Ordinance.

Readers may have been surprised by the artistic painting 
on the cover which is very different from the choice of photos of 
our previous issues. The painting is generously contributed by Dr  
Anthony PC Yim who debuted his solo art exhibition early this 
year where a vast collection of his artwork was displayed. The 
cover painting also echoes with his article ‘From a Scalpel to a 
Paint Brush’ in the off the sCalpel section and some of his paint-
ings are revealed in this issue to vindicate his pursuit of perfection 
as a surgeon as well as an artist.

The other article we have in the off the sCalpel section is 
from Prof. Malcolm underwood entitled ‘The Art of Cornering’. 
Who can imagine that a veteran in cardiothoracic surgery is also 
a skillful motorcyclist? He shares his stories and experience back 
in the days at the California Superbike School and explains how 
the teaching methods inspired him to shape a better surgical 
training programme.

You are encouraged to develop a hobby or interest outside of-
fice hours to cope with stress of the energy-draining work. You are 
welcome to submit articles to the Secretariat for reporting on surgi-
cal-related activities or sharing of news, development, hobbies, and 
habits. We look forward to your much-needed input and support. 

On a last note, the electronic version of this newsletter is avail-
able on the College Website to encourage environmental friendli-
ness. Readers who prefer the electronic version may opt out of re-
ceiving printed copies by sending an email to the College Secretariat.

This issue of the Journal should reach you around New Year, 
so with it come my good wishes to each of you and my thanks 
for your support.

Dr Chad CW Tse

Chief Editor, Cutting Edge
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Prof. Paul BS Lai

President, CSHK; 
Prince of Wales Hospital

Message from the President

Congratulations to our new Fellows and Members! Your pains-
taking hard work, dedication to the profession, and endur-

ance have paid off. I believe all the families, friends, and trainers 
of the diplomates must be feeling very proud and gratified. They 
have supported you along your surgical training leading to the 
conferment of Membership and Fellowship and we all share your 
joy. And I would like to invite all our new Fellows and Members to 
give a big hand to all these people who have assisted you through-
out your journey of surgical training.

For our new Fellows and Members, you have reached a mon-
umental milestone in your surgical career. From today onwards, 
you are obliged to make full use of the expertise you have ac-
quired with an aspiration to surpass your predecessors, in order 
to fulfill your mission of contributing to the community and help-
ing our patients.

For our new Fellows, to become a specialist should not be 
the endpoint of your learning. The world is changing fast and you 
will need to tackle even greater challenges for the rest of your 
career. The amount of information is exploding, and our current 
knowledge and some of our practice may become outdated in the 
near future. We should continue to learn for the cultivation of an 
unbiased analytical mind to face all eventualities, and to nurture 
our technical and mental skills to confront the challenges ahead. 
But no matter how the technologies are developed, let’s do not 
forget we are still very much in the ‘people’s business’ and we 
should not lose our human touch in our surgical practice. Our 
focus should always be our patients rather than the surgical prob-
lems or the surgical procedures.

The College holds a strong belief that we can improve the 
quality of surgical practice through exchange of knowledge and 
sharing of good practice. At our Conjoint Scientific Congress, we 
are delighted to have a strong participation from the Edinburgh 
College, elite centres from Mainland China, and our sister Colleges 
in the United States, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, 

“Our focus should always be our 
patients rather than the surgical 

problems or the surgical procedures.”
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Indonesia, and Thailand. I was impressed with the many 
high-quality lectures, as well as presentations at the free paper 
sessions and motion picture sessions. We hope such academic 
exchanges will continue to prosper and blossom.

I would like to conclude by expressing my hope that all new 
Fellows and Members receiving their diplomas may realise all 
their full potentials, have their human strength flourished, and 
further advance their learning in order to become future lead-
ers locally and internationally and display our professionalism in 
your respective roles.

Once again, please accept my heartfelt congratulations. 
Thank you.

“...no matter how the technologies 
are developed, let’s do not forget 

we are still very much in the 
‘people’s business’ and we should 

not lose our human touch in our 
surgical practice.”
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Dr Siu-kee Leung

Honorary Secretary, CSHK;
Tuen Mun Hospital

Message from the Honorary Secretary

Medical Liability in the Sky

Air traffic is getting busier and busier. More than 3 billion pas-
sengers are flying on commercial flights worldwide every 

year. Many of us are frequent fliers and it is not rare for us to 
encounter in-flight medical emergencies. Some of us (including 
myself) have assisted in managing these emergencies. What are 
the common medical emergencies on flights? What should we do 
under these circumstances? What are the legal liabilities when 
performing Samaritan acts in the sky?

A study was published in the New England Journal of Med-
icine in 2013, looking at the causes and outcomes of medical 
emergencies on commercial flights (Peterson DC et al. Outcomes 
of medical emergencies on commercial airline flights. N Engl J 
Med 2013;368:2075-83). There was an incidence of one medical 
emergency per 604 flights. The most common problems were: 
syncope or pre-syncope (37.4%), respiratory symptoms (12.1%), 
and nausea or vomiting (9.5%). On commercial flights, the al-
titude is usually between 5000 and 7000 feet. The lower cabin 
pressure will lower the partial pressure of oxygen from 95 mm 
Hg to about 56 mm Hg. Gas within the human body expands, as 
described by Boyle’s law. This may manifest as abdominal pain 
and distension, ear pain, and pneumothorax etc. Patients with 
pre-existing cardiopulmonary problems may be less tolerant of 
the environment. From that study, doctors provide medical assis-
tance in 48.1% of the cases. Of these, 25.8% were transported to 
hospitals after landing and flight diversion was required in 7.3% 
of incidents. With other studies, the mortality rate had been re-
ported in 0.3% to 0.7% of cases.

On plane, the cabin crew and pilot are responsible for man-
aging in-flight emergencies. There is no legal obligation for a 
medical doctor to step forward, under aviation law in the Unit-
ed Kingdom, United States, Canada and Singapore, unless there 

“...a physician shall give emergency 
care as a humanitarian duty unless he/

she is assured that others are willing 
and able to give such care.”
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is a pre-existing doctor-patient relationship. In Hong Kong SAR, 
there is no written law that regulates doctor’s liability for assist-
ing in-flight emergencies. On the other hand, there is an ethical 
obligation. The Hippocratic oath says that doctors have a special 
obligation to all fellow human beings. The code of professional 
conduct of the Medical Council of Hong Kong incorporates the 
international code of medical ethics. This states that a physician 
shall give emergency care as a humanitarian duty unless he/she is 
assured that others are willing and able to give such care.

Once a doctor responds to an in-flight emergency call, a doc-
tor-patient relationship is established. The standard of care will 
be set according to the Bolam and Bolitho tests. This means the 
standard of care expected is the standard of a reasonable medical 
peer skilled in that particular specialty. A consultant surgeon is to 
be judged by the standards expected of a reasonable consultant 
surgeon. The responding doctors should therefore inform the cab-
in crew of their limits. A difficult situation occurs when medical 
resource is scarce and the procedure is life-saving, e.g. when deal-
ing with tension pneumothorax. So far, there has been no lawsuit 
raised for negligence of doctor when dealing with in-flight emer-
gencies. Furthermore, the Medical Protection Society (MPS) will 
assist doctor with any problem arising from a good Samaritan act 
anywhere in the world, whatever the jurisdiction of the aircraft 
the doctor is flying in.

When stepping forward in the sky, the doctor, if possible, 
should obtain consent from the passenger needing help. The 
emergency kit should be checked. Documentation of the course 
of events is desirable for communication with ground medical 
personnel and as a medical record for future jurisdiction.

In conclusion, a doctor is ethically obliged to step forward to 
help in the event of in-flight medical emergencies. The standard 
expected is established by the Bolam test. There is no written 
law protecting a good Samaritan in the sky. The MPS will provide 
assistance if needed.

“...the Medical Protection Society 
(MPS) will assist doctor with 

any problem arising from a good 
Samaritan act anywhere in the 

world, whatever the jurisdiction of 
the aircraft the doctor is flying in.”
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Dr Heng-tat Leong

Censor-in-Chief, CSHK; 
North District Hospital

Message from the Censor-in-Chief

Pass Criteria and Question Selection of HKICBSC 
Membership Examination Part I and II

Examinations have always been a stressful situation for our 
trainees. The membership Part I and II examinations are no 

exception, although the stress is less comparing with a Viva ex-
amination. With an increase in the number of medical graduates, 
the number of candidates taking the Part I and II examinations 
increased over the past 2 years, so much so that we need to have 
the examination held in two venues simultaneously. Recently the 
Examination Committee of the Hong Kong Intercollegiate Board 
of Surgical Training had a review on the setting of questions and 
pass mark with the aims of making it more systematic and re-
moving variations between different diets of examination. The 
proposal has been endorsed by the Presidents of the four Col-
leges: Hong Kong College of Emergency Medicine, Hong Kong 
College of Orthopaedic Surgeons, The Hong Kong College of Oto-
rhinolaryngologists, and The College of Surgeons of Hong Kong.

Pass Mark Setting
The first major change is that there will be no more True/False 
question in Part I but all questions will be the one-best-answer 
type. The format of Part II remains unchanged. The pass mark 
for Part I is similarly adjusted to 50%. For Part II, the format is 
unchanged and so the pass mark remains at 2/3, i.e. 66.6%, be-
cause this part mainly involves clinical scenario and we would 
expect the lay public to only accept our trainees to make one 
wrong decision out of three decisions. This pass criterion has not 
been changed since the commencement of Part II examination.

Question Writing
All examiners will be invited to contribute questions to our ques-
tion bank. We expect every examiner to write three questions 
every year during their terms of service. The questions will be 

"The College is now establishing a 
database for the question bank

and hopefully will streamline the 
process of selecting questions soon."
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reviewed by the Examination Committee and classified to differ-
ent categories with four levels of difficulties. Those questions that 
we expect <20% of Basic Surgical Trainees (BSTs) will answer 
correctly will be classified as difficult, between 20-50% as above 
average, 50-80% as average, and >80% as easy.

Question Selection 
The duty of question selection rests on the Censor-in-Chief of the 
College of Surgeons of Hong Kong. The questions, which should 
encompass all specialties/subspecialties with the proportion 
based on the syllabus, are selected from the question bank. This 
will make sure the candidates are tested on the whole breadth of 
knowledge. The number of questions in each level of difficulties 
is shown on the left.

All the questions will be kept in the College. Members of 
the Examination Committee will come to the College and check 
the questions to clarify any ambiguity and correct any typo error. 
Those questions that are considered inappropriate will be deleted.

Post-examination Meeting
After each diet, a meeting will be convened to approve the result. 
The Examination Committee will look into questions with a low 
correct rate (>10%) and those with a high correct rate (>90%). 
If questions are considered too difficult for BST level, the question 
will be deleted with pass mark adjusted accordingly. The result will 
be endorsed by Presidents of the four Colleges before being issued. 

Conclusion
The College is now establishing a database for the question bank 
and hopefully will streamline the process of selecting questions 
soon. Currently the duty still falls on me as Censor-in-Chief. No 
matter how hard I try, it will be impossible to have a set of ques-
tions that everyone sees it fair to every candidate. I hope this mes-
sage will help our Fellows and trainees to understand the enor-
mous work involved in organising the examination. I would also 
like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all exam-
iners who contributed questions to the question bank, members 
of the Examination Committees, and the secretariat. 
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Cardiothoracic Surgery

Prof. Malcolm J Underwood

Prince of Wales Hospital 

A Memorandum of Under-
standing for Malaysia to join 
as a partner in our Exit Exam-
ination was finalised this Sep-

tember at the CSHK Annual Meeting.
This year the Exit Examination was conducted 

in Hong Kong on 17-18 November. The timing of the 
Exit Examination will be changed to April on an an-
nual basis and the next Examination will be held in 
Singapore in April 2019. 

Templates for learning agreement and pro-
cedure-based assessments (PBAs) are available on 
the CSHK website and the Board has deemed that 
6-monthly learning agreements and 6 PBAs per year 
are now mandatory for Cardiothoracic Surgery train-
ees in Hong Kong.

There will be a change in the format of the exam-
ination this year. Paperwork has been completed and 
endorsed by RCSEd and will be available on the Col-
lege website. Cardiac and Thoracic ‘short-cases’ will 
be superseded by 30-minute clinical examinations on 
‘intermediate cases’. This will mean candidates will 
see two patients within this time period accompa-
nied by the examiners. The ‘imaging and instrument 
stations’, which were previously included as part of 
the ‘short cases’, will now be examined in a separate 
30-minute station − 15 minutes dedicated to imag-
ing and 15 minutes to instruments. These changes 
have been implemented to increase the number of 
‘marking episodes’ for candidates as well as reflect-
ing on the importance of imaging within our special-
ty and addressing the issue that the 7-minute ‘short 
cases’ were no longer fit for purpose. Any candidates 
who wish to discuss these changes are welcome to 
approach any Board Member.

Messages from Specialty Boards

Introducing a written component to the Exit 
Examination has been endorsed by Hong Kong, Sin-
gapore, Malaysia, and RCSEd. Collaboration with the 
European Examination Board is underway to estab-
lish a joint question bank suitable for use in Asia. A 
presentation was made at the European Association 
for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (EACTS) Council in Octo-
ber and feedback is awaited. 

Trainees who are interested in a career in Car-
diothoracic Surgery should contact Board Chairman 
(Prof. Malcolm underwood) or local Head of Service to 
discuss career opportunities.

Paediatric Surgery

Dr Yuk-him Tam

Prince of Wales Hospital

At the recent Board meeting, 
the Paediatric Surgery Board 
has resolved that a new scor-
ing system be adopted in 

the future Joint Fellowship Exit Examination. The 
proposed changes are the result of repeated discus-
sions and of recommendations from our Edinburgh 
counterparts.

The current scoring method of coming up with 
a single mark agreed upon by the paired examiners 
in each viva examination has been criticised for be-
ing too restrictive and unreliable to truly reflect a can-
didate’s performance in the 8 scenario-based ques-
tions. Under the new proposal, the marking episodes 
will be significantly increased. Each examiner in the 
viva will mark each question independently without 
discussing with the other examiner. There will be a to-
tal of 64 marking episodes in the 4 viva examinations.
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Plastic Surgery

Dr Joseph HP Chung

Tung Wah Hospital

The Fellowship Examination 
of Plastic Surgery was success-
fully held on 13 October 2018 
at Prince of Wales Hospital. All 

of the three candidates who sat for the examination 
got passed. Congratulations to Dr Harriette ho (TMH), 
Dr Lianne leung (KWH), and Dr George lee (QMH)!

The clinical examination will continue to have 
eight short cases, but the examination time will be 
extended to 60 minutes. The sum of the two sets of 
scores, with eight marking episodes from each of the 
two examiners, will be double-weighted to increase 
the overall weighting of the clinical examination. Can-
didates therefore have to score a total of 576 marks or 
above in order to pass the examination. The new scor-
ing system is expected to come into effect in 2020. 

Starting from July 2018, it has become manda-
tory for all newly recruited Higher Surgical Trainees to 
attend the paediatric safe sedation simulation course 
organised by the Commissioning of Paediatrics at the 
Hong Kong Children’s Hospital.

A special note of thanks to our external examiner 
Prof. Peter neligan from the University of Washington, 
Seattle, USA for helping in the Fellowship examination 
and also serving as the guest speaker at the Sunday 
Symposium on Plastic Surgery. The Symposium, joint-
ly organized by the Plastic Surgery Board and the Hong 
Kong Society of Plastic, Reconstructive & Aesthetic 
Surgeons, was held on 14 October at the Aberdeen 
Marina Club. At the Symposium, Prof. neligan gave a 
series of lectures on Evolution of Plastic Surgery, Pedi-
cled Flap Reconstruction and Management of Lymph-
edema. Together with local speakers − Dr Josephine 
mak, Dr Lawrence liu, and Dr Sherby pang – the 
participants have a fruitful afternoon with exchange 
of experience in various topics in Plastic Surgery. 

Prof. neligan will come to Hong Kong again next 
year for the 20th International Course in Perfora-
tor Flaps in November 2019. Fellows and Members 
please stay tuned for this event.

 Following the review of Basic Surgical Training 
by the College, we shall move on to review the Higher 
Surgical Training curriculum. We have added on el-
ements on procedure-based assessment to have an 
ongoing continuous assessment of both skills and 
knowledge of common operations in Plastic Surgery. 
We also plan ahead for other parameters such as 
training plan, bedside application of ultrasonography, 
palliative care, communication skills, and aesthetic 
training. Members are most welcome to give their 
opinions or suggestions to the Board members or by 
sending an email to our secretariat claudiachung@
cshk.org. We aim at strengthening and enhancing the 
Higher Surgical Training to ensure a high standard of 
care in Plastic Surgery.

Members joining the Plastic Surgery Symposium with 
Prof. Peter NeligaN

2018 Plastic Surgery Fellowship Examination
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Urology 

Dr Chi-wai Fan

Private Practice

The Urology Exit Examination 
was held on 12-13 September 
2018. Of six candidates sitting 
the examination, five passed 

and two attained the highest marks eligible for receiv-
ing The CH LEONG Medal. We are pleased to announce 
that the Medal will be awarded to Dr Yun-sang Chan 
who achieves the highest mark in the oral examination.

The Exit Examination and hospital inspection 
will be held on 11-12 September 2019, and seven 
training clusters of Hong Kong and The First Affiliated 
Hospital of Nanjing Medical University (Nanjing) will 
be inspected virtually.

Starting this year, one animal dissection work-
shop and one cadaveric dissection workshop orga-
nized by the Urology Division of the two Universities 
on rotation will be conducted in alternate years. The 
Urology Board continues to be responsible for the 
governance of the dissection workshops.

The Education & Examination Committee 
(E&EC) and the College Council have endorsed the 
revised Basic Surgical Training Curriculum. Basic Sur-
gical Trainee (BST) Competency Assessment forms, 
Rules & Regulations, Half-yearly Assessment form, 
and Guideline on Training Curriculum have also been 
revised. The new HKICBSC BST Training Curriculum 
will become effective from 1 January 2019.

The College requested the Specialty Boards to 
conduct regular reviews on the Basic Surgical Training  
curriculum every 5 years and minor changes could 
be made in the third year. The Urology Board has just 
reviewed the curriculum and submitted to the E&EC.

Three Higher Surgical Trainees (HSTs) in Urology 
were admitted in January 2018 and three more were 

admitted in July 2018. The Urology Board has devel-
oped the manpower planning for Urology specialty in 
2025-2040 and submitted to the E&EC and College 
Council. The Board concludes that further demand in 
urology manpower and urologist-to-population ratio 
need to be increased. The Board decided to increase 
the admission to five HSTs each year, and an addi-
tional admission of 1-2 HSTs per year may be needed 
accordingly from 2025 onwards if taking ageing pop-
ulation into consideration. In response to the recent 
efflux of urologists to private sector, more flexibility 
for admitting trainees may be considered in the com-
ing few years. 

AGM of Urology Board was held on 23 October 
2018. Two nominations were received to fill one va-
cancy in council membership. The College sent out 
ballot papers on 3 September. Vote counting was con-
ducted on 5 October and Dr Eddie Chan was elected 
Council Member for a 3-year term.

Once again I must thank all Committee mem-
bers and all Urology Board members for their sup-
port. Dr Bill wong will step down from Urology Board 
Committee after the AGM. I would like to invite all 
Council Members and Urology Board members to join 
me to give special thanks to Dr Bill wong for his great 
effort, contribution and support to the Urology Board 
all these years.

JSF Examination in Urology on 12-13 September 2018
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First of all, I must thank the College for 
giving me this opportunity for shar-

ing with surgical colleagues in the Cutting 
Edge. This is already the third invitation 
from the College secretariat before I final-
ly managed to write this article. There are 
always things I wish to and ought to do 

but just cannot find the time and energy. Time management and 
prioritising work to do is a continuous learning journey for me. 

I started writing this article when I was in Canada visiting 
my parents. My mother is staying in an elderly home while my 
dad lives alone. Being a paediatric surgeon, looking after elderly 
people is certainly not my daily routine. My little son came with 
me. Looking at my son and my dad, I saw my past and future. 
With time I would be losing some of the capabilities that I am en-
joying at this moment, and that I may have taken for granted for 
so long that I almost forget they will not last forever. This reminds 
me to be thankful for what I still have, and not to focus on what 
I do not have.  

For over two decades I have been serving in the same pae-
diatric surgical unit, sitting in the same office which has been 
transformed from its initial design for four persons to its present 
state of serving me alone. I still love my job and my workplace. 
I shifted my clinical and research interests to paediatric urology 
after spending the first decade post-fellowship in gastrointestinal 
tract. It was a big challenge to me when leaving my comfort zone. 
Now looking back I can see how lucky I am. My deficiency re-
minds me that complacency is not an option and it is pleasing to 
witness improvement which comes gradually. Paediatric urology 
has yet to be an established specialty in Hong Kong but we are 
now closer than ever. It is encouraging to see one-third of paedi-
atric surgeons working in the public sector are sub-specialised in 
paediatric urology.

Dr Yuk-him Tam

Chairman of Paediatric Surgery Board;
Prince of Wales Hospital

“Am I the kind of surgeons that I 
would like to meet when I am lying 

on a surgical bed one day?” 

Taken in Vancouver with my dad and my 
son in October 2018
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In each issue, 
Cutting Edge 
invites our College 
representative(s) 
to share with 
us their visions, 
goals or even 
personal hobbies. 
We thank the 
Chairman of 
Paediatric 
Surgery Board, 
Dr Yuk-him Tam, 
for sharing his 
thoughts with us 
in this issue.
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Provision of training has been fundamental to my work. 
In recent years I have spent more time on post-fellowship train-
ing than Higher Surgical Training. In surgical career we all go 
through the stages of operating under supervision, operating in-
dependently, and supervising others to operate. In my opinion, 
supervising others in operating theatre is the most challenging. 
I am still learning how to be a better supervisor in the operat-
ing theatre while striking a balance between assuring the surgical 
quality and fulfilling the training purpose. I believe surgeons can 
always be trained in operative skills. It does not really matter in 
the long run whether one is a fast or slow learner. In my observa-
tions mistakes are made more often during surgery not because 
of deficiency in the surgeon’s hands but because the hands work 
faster than the surgeon’s brain. It is the surgeon’s attitude that 
matters. Being prudent, humble, and respectful of the patient on 
the operating table may not make you outstanding but can keep 
you to be a consistently safe surgeon. Regret afterwards cannot 
be 100% avoidable but our patients deserve our effort to mini-
mise the chance of its happening.           

I have decorated my office with dozens of thank you cards 
and small gifts received mostly from the parents of my patients. 
Among them is a little gift which is particularly meaningful to me. 
This is the only appreciation token that I have received from a 
mother of a baby who died in my hands after repeated surgeries. 
I had failed the parents of this baby ultimately and what made it 
worse was that I had given them some kind of false hope which 
turned out to be more sufferings. A few years after the passing 
of the baby, I received their appreciation gift unexpectedly. Life is 
not controlled in our hands, and we should never intend to play 
God. Being privileged to be a surgeon, however, we should try 
to give our best to our patients whenever possible. I ask myself 
a question: “Am I the kind of surgeons that I would like to meet 
when I am lying on a surgical bed one day?” Such self-reflection 
helps me figure out what my best should be like.

Frustrations are common in the workplace of the public sec-
tor. Nevertheless, I am always encouraged by the trust that our 
patients’ parents put on us. I keep reminding myself that it is my 
privilege to serve those who are underprivileged.  It is worth all 
my efforts when I can see the joyful faces of parents receiving 
their healthy children back home even though they may not nec-
essarily say thank you.

                             

My office at PWH
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Dr Chi-hung Lau

Joint Hospital Surgical Grand Round

The Joint Hospital Surgical Grand Round (JHSGR), a platform 
to hone the research and presentation skills of Higher Surgi-

cal Trainees (HSTs), is organized by the College 3 times per year. 
Through all the years, the programme has been successfully held 
with great support from our training centres, COS, Chairpersons, 
and Adjudicators of the event. 

The last JHSGR was held smoothly at Queen Elizabeth Hos-
pital on 11 August 2018 and we were honoured to have Dr Chi-
hung lau as the chairperson of the event. 

(from left) Dr Kin-hoi ThuNg, Dr Lik-cheung CheNg (Chairman), and 
Dr Alan DL Sihoe

Lunch Symposium

This year, the third lunch symposium was successfully held at 
St. Teresa’s Hospital on 24 August, with the theme of “Man-

agement of Ground Glass Opacity of Lung”. We were honoured to 
have invited Dr Lik-cheung Cheng as the Chairman, and Dr Alan 
DL sihoe and Dr Kin-hoi thung as speakers of the programme. The 
symposium was well attended by our Fellows and positive feed-
back has been received. We are also thankful for the sponsorship 
from Abbott Medical (Hong Kong) Limited.

The next lunch symposium in the specialty of plastic surgery 
will be held at St. Teresa’s Hospital on 11 January 2019. More de-
tails are posted on the College website. 

Presentation by Dr Alan DL Sihoe: ‘How to 
decide if surgery is indicated for a GGO?’ 
and 'How to perform sublobar resections 
for GGO?’

Presentation by Dr Kin-hoi ThuNg: ‘How to 
localize GGOs for surgery?’
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College Express 
serves its 
purpose as 
a newsletter 
that gathers 
extracted 
information 
of internal 
activities which 
were organized 
by the College.
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College Express 
serves to report 
on the internal 
activities 
organised by 
the CSHK

Adjudicators, including Dr Kwong-shun 
ChaN (QEH), Dr James TK FuNg (TMH & 
POH), Dr Sing-man Hui (PMH), Dr Amy SY 
Kok (UCH), Dr Yuk Law (QMH), Dr Heng-
tat LeoNg (NDH), Dr Siu-kee LeuNg (TMH & 
POH), Dr Phillip HK LeuNg (QEH), and Dr 
Calvin KP Tsui (UCH)

b

Presenters: (a) Dr Billy HH CheuNg (QMH), 
(b) Dr Tommy KH Chui (PWH), (c) Dr Max 
WY ChuNg (THH), (d) Dr Dorothy SW huNg 
(QEH), (e) Dr Carol MZ lai (NDH & AHNH), 
and (f) Dr Wai-kin Ng (PMH) 

We would also like to extend our 
thanks to the adjudicators for their sup-
port and the presenters for their contribu-
tion. They are shown in the photos, with 
names listed in alphabetical order.

The presentation slides and voice re-
cordings are available on the JHSGR web-
site <http://www.jhsgr.com/presentation.
html>, in case Fellows and Members 
missed the event or want to watch / listen 
to it all over again.

The next JHSGR was held at Lecture 
Theatre, 10/F, TWGHs Yu Chun Keung Me-
morial Medical Centre, Kwong Wah Hos-
pital at 9:00 am on 15 December 2018 
(Saturday). 

c d

f

a

e
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Presidents on stage   (left) Prof. Michael 
Lavelle-JoNes and (right) Prof. Paul BS Lai

Conferment of Fellowship without 
Examination 
Dr Jose Ravelo Tamayo Bartolome

RCSEd/CSHK Conjoint Diploma 
Conferment Ceremony and 
Annual Dinner 2018

Despite the threat of the looming super Typhoon Mangkhut, 
the Conjoint Diploma Conferment Ceremony and Annual 

Dinner 2018 was blessed to be held as scheduled on 15 Septem-
ber 2018 (Sat) at Run Run Shaw Hall, Hong Kong Academy of 
Medicine Jockey Club Building. The event was graced by the pres-
ence of many overseas guests and top government officials in-
cluding Prof. Sophia SC Chan, The Secretary for Food and Health. 
Over 330 guests – including all the awardees, diplomates, Fellows 
and Members from different hospitals, and friends from the Ed-
inburgh College and various accredited centres in the mainland –
attended this notable occasion to share the memorable and joyful 
moments. This year, the College conferred Honorary Fellowship on 
three renowned surgeons – Prof. Christopher Chapple, Prof. Ronald 
maier, and Prof. Wei-lin wang – in recognition of their significant 
contributions to international surgery and to surgical develop-
ment in Hong Kong. Once again we offer our heartiest congratu-
lations to these worthy recipients of the College’s highest honour.

Starting this year and as a formal gesture of agreement, a 
Declaration of Intrants has to be read aloud by all new Fellows of 
CSHK as a pledge of integrity at the Conferment Ceremony. We 
believe that all of our Fellows can uphold the professional stan-
dards of the College, maintain ethical integrity, and promote the 
interests of the College and Society at large as if the declaration 
they have declaimed.

College Council and guests on stage

At the finale of the Ceremony, we are 
glad to have invited Prof. Ronald maier, 
one of our Honorary Fellows and the Pres-
ident of American College of Surgeons, 
to deliver the Arthur LI Oration entitled 
‘Trauma Systems’.

During the course of the Annual Din-
ner, the College President, Prof. Paul lai, 
expressed the gratitude on behalf of the 
Council to Councilors who have served the 
College for over 10 years. These Council-
ors were presented the Medal of Apprecia-
tion for their enduring and dedicated ser-
vice: Dr Chiu-ming ho, Dr Heng-tat leong, 
Dr Enders KW ng, Prof. Wai-sang poon, 
Dr Wing-tai siu, and Dr Chad CW tse.

Gifts of appreciation were also pre-
sented to three of the College’s close 
friends from the Edinburgh College – 
Prof. John dunCan OBE, Prof. Graham 
laYer, and Prof. Michael lavelle-Jones – 
who have given longstanding support to 
the College and will be stepping down 
from the Edinburgh College Council. We 
wish them every success in their future 
endeavours.
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Honorary Fellowship
(from top) Prof. Christopher Chapple, Prof. 
Ronald Maier, and Prof. Wei-lin WaNg

GB ONG Medal & LI SHIELDS’ Medal
Dr Yin-yu Siu

China Medal   Dr Charing CN ChoNg

CH LEONG Medal 2017   Dr Ting-kit Lo

HKICBSC Membership Examination 
Award 2018 (Spring)   Dr Hiu-yan LeuNg

HKICBSC Membership Examination 
Award 2017 (Autumn) 
Dr Jonathan Patrick Ng

The Best Original Paper Award 2017 
Dr Kevin KF WoNg (Co-authors: Dr James 
Tk FuNg, Dr Siu-kee leuNg)
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The Best Research Award
(from top) 1st Prize: Dr Chi-yuen Ng and 
2nd Prize: Dr Kai-hong Yue

The CSHK Award 
Dr Yu-jie YuaN

The Best Motion Picture Award 
Dr Timothy CK Ng

The Best Poster Award  Dr Jone-king Shum

Arthur LI Orator  Prof. Ronald Maier

Souvenir for stepping-down RCSEd 
Councilors  (from top) Prof. John DuCaN 
OBE, Prof. Michael lavelle-JoNes, and Prof. 
Graham layer
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Medal of Appreciation
(from top)
Dr Chiu-ming ho – served as Council 

Member for 11 years since 2007
Dr Heng-tat leoNg – served the College 

Council for 14 years since 2003   and 
has acted as the Censor-in-Chief      
since 2016

Prof. Wai-sang pooN – served the College 
Council for 16 years since 2001 and 
has acted as the Honorary Secretary 
between 2005 and 2010

(from top)
Dr Wing-tai siu – served as Council 

Member for 11 years since 2007
Dr Chad CW tse – served as Council 

Member for 10 years since 2008
Prof. Enders KW Ng (in absentia) – served 

the College Council for 11 years since 
2007. Prof. Ng acted as the Honorary 
Treasurer from 2010-2013 and Vice 
President (Internal Affairs) since 2013
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RCSEd/CSHK Conjoint Scientific Congress 
2018

This year the 2-day annual Scientific Congress, co-organized 
with The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh and with the 

theme of ‘Towards Safer Surgery’, was met with super Typhoon 
Manghkut, the most powerful storm in Hong Kong in decades. It 
was a blessing that the first day of the Scientific Congress on 15 
September 2018 (Sat) had been commenced successfully. With 
the hoisting of Hurricane Signal No. 10 on the following day, how-
ever, all Sunday programme of the Congress has to be called off. 

Notwithstanding the threat of the typhoon, the Congress on 
15 September held at the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Jock-
ey Club Building was well-attended by over 450 delegates. We 
owe a debt of gratitude for the unwavering support from different 
parties. 

At the Scientific Congress, more than 100 local, mainland, 
and international faculty members were invited to speak and lead 
discussions at the lectures of different disciplines. It was encour-
aging to receive over 120 submissions of abstracts, in which the 
finest were selected for presentations in the Plenary Free Paper 
Session, Extra Free Paper Session, Motion Picture Session, and 
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Opening Address

left   Signing Ceremony (MOU)
bottom   Plenary Free Paper Session

Poster Round. All presentations and competitions were smoothly 
conducted on the first day of Congress. 

On this convivial congregation, Presidents and representa-
tives from both congress-organizing Colleges and Malaysian Asso-
ciation of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery witnessed the Sign-
ing Ceremony of the Memorandum of Understanding among RCSEd, 
CSHK, AMM, JCST for the Cardiothoracic Quadripartite Examina-
tion, which was held after the Opening Ceremony of the Congress.

To achieve safer surgery implies the maintenance of high 
standard of surgical practice, and this necessitates continuous re-
vision of the training curriculum to meet the ever-changing land-
scape of surgical field. To provide a better understanding of the 
College’s recent curriculum reform on BST training, a Training 
Forum was organised with representatives from both the UK and 
Hong Kong. As one of the ASiT Silver Scalpel awardees (for the 
outstanding trainer in the UK), Prof. Michael lavelle-Jones motivat-
ed and empowered the audience with insights on proficiency as 
Surgical Trainers. Mr Timothy graham continued to share his ex-
perience on the UK Training and Competency Assessment which 
our College could take reference from. This was followed by Dr 
Michael WY leung who enlightened the audience with his idea of 
the revision of the BST training syllabus from summative to for-
mative assessments. The audience interacted with the speakers 
and a holistic approach in the reform was envisaged.   
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Poster Round was re-
introduced to this year’s 
Congress. Audience gathered 
around the E-Poster Station for 
the poster presentation.

Extra Free Paper Session I

The Conjoint Scientific Congress proves to be a valuable 
platform for intellectual exchange. It was a pity that some pro-
grammes of the Congress were disrupted due to the unpredict-
able weather. But we are still thankful that everybody was safe 
and we expect more opportunities for academic exchange and 
knowledge sharing in the near future.

Last but not the least, we would like to offer our sincerest 
gratitude to the following Faculty members and presenters whose 
programmes were affected on Sunday: 

Colorectal Surgery
Endocrine Surgery
Plastic Surgery
Extra Free Paper Session II
Younger Fellows Forum
Surgical Volunteerism
Towards Better Patients’ Outcome with Patient 
     Blood Management 
Surgical Grand Round  
Let’s enjoy the memorable moments again with photos 

shown on these few pages, and we look forward to meeting you in 
the Conjoint Scientific Congress again on 21-22 September 2019.
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Head & Neck Surgery

Hepatobiliary & Pancreatic Surgery

Vascular Surgery

GB Ong Lecture
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Training Forum

Cardiothoracic Surgery

General Surgery
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Paediatric Surgery

Urology

Motion Picture Session

Neurosurgery

Breast Surgery
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Upper Gastrointestinal Surgery

Exhibition & tea break

Announcement of Lucky Draw winner
A big thank you to delegates who participated in the lucky draw of 
the Congress! The prize was drawn during the Council Meeting on 
26 October 2018. The winners who received the prize of “Fitness 
Watch: Fitbit Versa” were Dr Pui-ling Chau and Dr Chi-fung Chia. 
Congratulations to them!
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Annual Scientific Meeting of  The Hong Kong 
Head and Neck Society
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The Hong Kong Head and Neck Society is founded 
in 1992. Its objective is to promote the science of 

head and neck medicine. Members of the society are 
from different specialties including general surgeons, 
plastic surgeons, otorhinolaryngologists, oromaxillo-
facial surgeons, oncologists, and radiologists. Regular 
academic meetings are held which allow exchange of 
experience and new ideas on multidisciplinary man-
agement of the complex head and neck diseases. 

This year the Annual Scientific Meeting was suc-
cessfully held on 27 September 2018 at the Mira Hong 
Kong Hotel, with the theme of ‘Modern management 
of head and neck cancer’. We are delighted to have 
two honourable speakers, Prof. Dora kwong from the 
University of Hong Kong and Dr Tam-lin Chow from 
United Christian Hospital.

Council of the Hong Kong Head and 
Neck Society:
President Prof. Alexander C. vlantis

President-elect Prof. Dora kwong

Hon. Secretary Dr Eddy wong

Hon. Treasurer Dr Ambrose ho

Council members Prof. Anthony Chan 
 Prof. Jimmy Chan

 Dr Amy Chang

 Dr Sin-ming Chow

 Dr Tam-lin Chow

 Dr Michale kam

 Dr Emily lai

 Dr Kenneth li

 Dr Alice ng

 Dr Fiona ng

 Dr Victor to

Dr Tam-lin 
Chow speaking 
on ‘Head and 
neck surgery 
under local 
anaesthesia’

Prof. Dora KwoNg 
sharing with the 
audience about 
her research on 
‘T cell treatment 
of nasopharyngeal 
cancer’

Dr Emily YL Lai

Queen Elizabeth Hospital
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Mr Woody WY Chang

Partner, Mayer Brown

spotlight
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Apology Ordinance 
Should apologies be more readily made 
by doctors due to the protection under 
the Apology Ordinance?

The Apology Ordinance (Cap. 631) (“Ordinance”) 
is a relatively new piece of legislation which has 

become effective on 1 December 2017. The Ordi-
nance applies to an apology made by any person on 
or after 1 December 2017. It has only 13 sections 
and is easy to read. Doctors are encouraged to have a 
quick look at the Ordinance by visiting the following 
website: https://www.elegislation.gov.hk/hk/cap631

Background
Before the Apology Ordinance was introduced, there 
was no legislation in Hong Kong which regulated the 
legal effects of an apology. In the past, many people 
did not know the legal consequences of making apol-
ogies to patients. Many doctors were therefore ex-
tremely reluctant to apologise to patients even if they 
had made obvious mistakes. Quite understandably, 
there was a common concern among doctors that an 
apology would be treated as an admission of legal li-
ability. Doctors also feared that making an apology to 
patients would adversely affect their insurance poli-
cies or indemnity cover because of the usual terms 
in the policies that prohibited admission of fault or 
liability without the prior approval of the insurance 
companies. For these reasons, “I am sorry” or “I apol-
ogise…” seem to be the hardest words for doctors.

However, the general reluctance to apologise 
among doctors is indeed not conducive to preventing 
escalation of disputes. Anger or anxiety on the part 
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spotlight

Apology and doctor-patient 
relationship

of the patients or their family members may grow if 
there is no sign of regret or expression of empathy 
from the doctors involved, making it even harder for 
the parties to resolve disputes in the future. 

Objective
The stated objective of the Apology Ordinance is to 
promote and encourage the making of apologies with 
a view to preventing the escalation of disputes and 
facilitating their amicable resolution. The concept be-
hind is well accepted and will unlikely be challenged. 
The real question for doctors, however, is whether 
apologies should be more readily made just because 
of the protection under the Ordinance. Before we 
analyse this issue, let us discuss what protection has 
now been given to doctors under the Ordinance. 

Apology Inadmissible in “Applicable Proceedings” 
The Ordinance clarifies the legal consequences of an 
apology, separating an apology from liability in law. 
The effect is that, an apology does not constitute an 
express or implied admission of a person’s fault or 
liability in many types of legal proceedings, including 
civil proceedings and disciplinary proceedings (e.g. 
Medical Council proceedings). The term “applicable 
proceedings” is created under the Ordinance to refer 
to all these types of proceedings to which the Ordi-
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nance applies. Other examples of 
applicable proceedings are judi-
cial, arbitral, administrative, and 
regulatory proceedings (whether 
or not conducted under a written 
legislation). 

The above means that an 
apology must not be taken into 
consideration by the relevant 
court or tribunal in determin-
ing fault or liability in applica-
ble proceedings, and evidence 
of such apology is not admissi-
ble as evidence for determining 
fault, liability or any other issue 
in connection with the matter to 
the prejudice of the person who 
made the apology (there is an 
exception to the above general 
provision (see section 8(2) of the 
Ordinance) but the analysis is too 

technical for the purpose of this article and such ex-
ception is, in the author’s view, generally insignificant 
to proceedings involving doctors). 

On the other hand, the Ordinance has no effect 
on certain types of legal proceedings such as criminal 
proceedings and death inquests. In other words, an 
apology made by a doctor can be admissible evidence 
for use in criminal proceedings and death inquests. 

Doctors should also know that the Ordinance 
does not have any effect of prohibiting the media 
from reporting about a medico-legal incident, includ-
ing any apology made by doctors or hospitals. 

 
Broad Definition of “Apology”
There is a broad definition of “apology” under the Or-
dinance. It means an expression of a person’s regret, 
sympathy or benevolence (e.g. an expression that 
the person is sorry about the matter). Such expres-
sion can be oral, written or by conduct and it can 
be made on behalf of another person. The Ordinance 
has made it clear that if such expression of regret, 
sympathy or benevolence etc. includes an admission 

“Sorry seems to be the hardest word”
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of the person’s fault or liability in that matter and a 
statement of fact in connection with the matter, then 
both the admission of fault or liability and the state-
ment of fact are included in the definition of “apolo-
gy”. That means if a doctor mentioned about the facts 
of an incident (i.e. statement of fact) and made an 
admission of fault when he/she apologised to the pa-
tient, both the admission of fault by the doctor and 
the statement of facts cannot be used in applicable 
proceedings (e.g. civil proceedings and Medical Coun-
cil disciplinary proceedings) against the doctor. 

Having said that, if a doctor chooses to submit 
a document or give an oral statement containing an 
apology in the course of applicable proceedings (e.g. 
for mitigation purpose), the legislation will not stop 
the doctor from doing so. Such an apology can be 
taken into account by the relevant court or tribunal. 

Contract of Insurance or Indemnity Not Affected
In many insurance policies, the contract terms dis-
courage the insured person from making an apology 
without the prior approval of the insurance company. 
The legislation will remove such disincentive by pro-
viding that an apology does not affect any insurance 
cover, compensation or other form of benefit for any 
person in connection with the matter under a con-
tract of insurance or indemnity. In other words, the 
doctor’s entitlement to insurance benefits under the 
contract will not be affected by the fact that he or she 
has made an apology. 

Under What Circumstances should an Apology be 
Made?
It is now clear that a doctor can have the option 
of making an apology at an early stage while en-
joying the statutory protection that such apology 
is inadmissible as evidence of fault or liability in 
applicable proceedings. The making of an apology 
by hospitals and doctors may encourage their dia-
logue with, and address the immediate emotional 
responses of, the patients and their family mem-
bers. The parties may then be more willing to reach 
an amicable resolution. The new legislation may 

encourage doctors to be more open and frank in 
addressing patients’ concerns. 

On the other hand, if an apology is inappro-
priately made giving the patient an impression that 
there was an admission of fault when in fact the 
question of liability had not been sorted out yet, the 
risks are that some patients will be triggered by the 
apology to lodge complaints and/or make claims 
against the doctor, even though the patient actually 
may not be sure whether the doctor has done some-
thing wrong. 

Whether apologies should be more readily made 
by doctors because of the Ordinance? There is no sim-
ple answer. The author takes the view that although 
the Ordinance does give protection to doctors, an 
apology should only be made where appropriate. An 
apology should be made if there was an obvious mis-
take. In extreme cases, for example, where the wrong 
part of the body was operated upon, an apology must 
be made as soon as possible. Having said that, be-
fore making the apology, the doctor should consult 
his or her senior or even seek immediate legal ad-
vice if time allows. A medical institution may have its 
policy regarding the making of apologies to patients. 
The doctor should respect such policy. In most of the 
medico-legal cases that the author has encountered, 
the issues of liability (i.e. whether there was breach 
of duty on the part of the doctor) and causation (i.e. 
whether the breach had caused any harm) are not 
clear cut. The making of an apology before conduct-
ing a proper investigation can jeopardise the interests 
of the doctor and/or the hospital. An apology which 
carries the effect of admission of fault in these cir-
cumstances must be considered very carefully before-
hand. The more serious the consequences of the case 
are, the more careful consideration should be made 
before a doctor makes an apology. Saying “we are sor-
ry for the unfortunate incident” is very different from 
saying “we are sorry for the mistake made”. 

In any event, in difficult situations or cases in-
volving serious undesirable medical outcome, doctors 
are encouraged to seek immediate legal advice before 
making an apology. 
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Younger Fellows Chapter

Dr Justin CY Chan

Princess Margaret Hospital

HKAM Intercollegiate 
Basketball Tournament

This was the first Intercollegiate Bas-
ketball Tournament organised by the 

Hong Kong Academy of Medicine to cele-
brate its 25th anniversary. It was very ex-
citing to have so many different colleges/
specialties (a total of 10) come together 
for the game of basketball and it was an 
incredible honour to represent the first 
College of Surgeons basketball team. 

We were a very diverse group, com-
prising paediatric surgeons, neurosur-
geons, urologists, plastic surgeons, and 
general surgeons. We had trainees and 
specialists, as well as public and private 
doctors. While some of our teammates 
knew and played basketball with one an-
other before, most of them did not; so 
frankly, our initial goal was just to enjoy 
the game of basketball and have fun. Or 
at least mine was. 

Our first game was actually the first 
time we played together and wow, it was 
amazing. And this was not just because 
our jerseys were hot pink. Yes, it is true 
that having so many surgeons in hot pink 
jerseys and shorts is a rare sight, but what 
was amazing was that we had an incred-
ibly talented and balanced team. We had 
tall and lengthy centres who tortured oth-
er teams with their offensive rebounding, 
letting us shoot whenever we wanted. 
We had forwards who sliced into the op-
ponent’s defence while also anchoring 
our own. Our guards hounded the ball 
handlers and initiated many fast-break 
opportunities and scoring. Everybody 
played hard when they were on the court 
while passionately cheering on one an-
other when on the bench. This team was 
all about teamwork–resonating behaviour 
we routinely encounter as surgeons.

b

b

a
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However, it was not always smooth 
sailing for us. Our most difficult game 
came against the ENT team. They started 
the game on an 11-2 run, torching us with 
their 3-point shooting. This was the big-
gest deficit we have had and it put us in 
a position that we were not familiar with. 
We could have freaked out and put our-
selves in an ever-winding staircase of dis-
parity. But no. We are surgeons! Just like 
facing a crisis in the operating theatre, we 
got together, calmed down, clawed back 
into the game and won it. Of course, hav-
ing the tournament MVP (Most Valuable 
Player) on our team attacking and driving 
like a madman helped a bit too. 

The final championship game was 
against the Orthopaedic team. They were 
a fast, young and strong team but with 
pure effort, and utilising the teamwork we 
have established in the past games, we 
were able to win the first championship of 
the Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament. 

To end, we would like to thank the 
Hong Kong Academy of Medicine for such 
a well-organised basketball tournament. 
We also thank the Hong Kong Urological 
Association for helping to establish the 
College of Surgeons basketball team. Last 
but not least, we thank our College for 
their support and in particular, the Young-
er Fellows Chapter Chairlady, Prof. Char-
ing Chong and our College President, Prof. 
Paul lai.

a   One-Two-Three – Surgeons! 
b   The MVP of the tournament, Dr Timothy Ng, averaged 17 points 

per game
c   Champions of the 1st Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament
d   One of our first pictures as a team
e   Not in my house! Defence Defence Defence! - Dr Vincent PooN

f   Fastbreak!! – Dr Simon Chu

g   Height advantage – Dr Arthur Lo

g

d

c

e

f
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Women’s Chapter

Dr Lorraine CY Chow

Private Practice

Beer and Food Pairing

Many of us enjoy a glass or two during our leisure times, and 
wine and food pairing has become increasingly popular and 

some of us might have joined similar workshops or courses before. 
And the knowledge about wine – be it red, white, bubbly or whisky 
– is so vast that it has earned itself an independent qualification. 

 This time we focused on a different alcoholic beverage – 
beer, and moreover, local-brew beer. It is often an innocent and 
misunderstood entity. Misnomer says it is so calorific that we 
should avoid it, as it gives us ‘beer bellies’. However some dieti-
cian actually confirmed that beer is nowhere near as fattening as 
whiskeys (so rest assure and enjoy your beer with your hotpots!). 

 The Women’s Chapter organised the Beer and Food Pairing 
workshop on 29 July 2018 at the HK Brewcraft in Central. HK 
Brewcraft is a home-brewing supplies store in Hong Kong which 
carries high-quality home-brewing ingredients and equipment, 
as well as other craft beers. Our instructor arranged six types of 
local beers for the participants to taste, and the most interesting 
kind being one with Chinese chilli paste as one of the ingredients 
during the brewing process. A type of local delicacy was prepared 
to pair with each beer, including vegetarian tofu skin roll, Chinese 
noodles spring roll, fish balls with fermented clam sauce, roast 
goose, barbeque pork, and egg tarts. Snacking is fun, and it is 
even more so when the food and beer bring out the best tastes 
in each other.

 We had a total of 19 participants, including female sur-
geons, spouses, and friends from other specialties such as on-
cology, anaesthesiology, and emergency medicine etc. After the 
workshop some of us also made purchases at the store to con-
tinue the fun at home. These beers are all available for sale both 
at HK Brewcraft and some local supermarkets, and some are 
even available overseas. And bring home message – beers defi-
nitely can go extremely well with many other foods apart from 
hotpot! Cheers!
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Prof. Malcolm J Underwood

Chairman of Cardiothoracic Board, 
Prince of Wales Hospital

Based on the Mrigendra Samjhana Trust Oration, de-
livered to The Cardiac Society of Nepal, Mayo Clinic, 
Nepal 2017. 

Motorcycles are in my family genes. My paternal 
grandmother started the trend and owned one 

of the first Velocette 500cc models to be made in the 
UK (Figure 1).  My father, also pictured, was more of a 
Triumph fan, again a British-made model, and sadly a 
rarity nowadays. I also started early (Figure 2), mainly 
off road, as it was illegal to ride on public roads until 
you were 16 and even then only on a machine re-
stricted in engine size. My career may have taken over 
the majority of my time but I maintained my passion 
and had rapidly progressed to regular track riding by 
the age of 30 (Figure 3). The desire to race properly 
had to be put on hold as a surgical career was carved 
out, and ultimately one in cardiothoracic surgery. 

But I had a problem. I was not as fast or as 
smooth on track as I had dreamt of being. I worked 
and worked and worked at it but made little improve-
ment and I knew I needed some help. But where 
could I go? Fellow track day enthusiasts were keen 
to give advice but I knew I needed something more 
structured, more organised to achieve what I wanted 
to achieve. 

Then I discovered The California Superbike School. 
An American Keith Code founded the School in 

1980. He was a motorcycle racer in the 1970s but he 
too was not as smooth or fast as he wanted to be and 
fell off regularly. He needed help too but there was no-
where to turn to at that time so he set about studying 
the art of cornering on a motorcycle, turning it into 
a science and eventually he wrote a book detailing 
his thoughts following which he set up the Superbike 
School (Figure 4). 

Figure 2. Youthful and 
enthusiastic !

Figure 1. My father and paternal 
grandmother on a day out
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I signed up without hesitation and attended my first School at the 
Rockingham Circuit in the UK. It was an eye opener. I could not believe 
how organised and structured it was, fun as well but it was the teaching 
and methods of training which had the most impact on me. 

I went away and thought carefully about what they were doing. Like 
surgery, they were teaching a practical skill with safety as a priority. I sat 
down and thought of all the ‘pillars’ that a training programme should 
have from an educational viewpoint, using the Superbike School as a ref-
erence point. It should be syllabus led and curriculum driven, the syllabus 
should be the reference for a summative assessment and the curriculum 
linked with formative assessments. The Superbike School has this, a syl-
labus and a 4-stage curriculum each with formative and summative as-
sessment; you could not go to the higher levels without successfully com-
pleting the lower ones. A good training programme should have mentors 
or educational supervisors and for each level of training at the Superbike 
School we were allocated a mentor for the duration of the School. There 
should be simulation training so students are prepared in a safe environ-

Figure 3. 
Number 27 
ahead and 
focused!

Figure 4. The motorcycle ‘bible’
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ment for things that could happen on the track. Figure 
5 shows simulation training to correct a ‘high side’ 
fall. If you are not hit by something there are only two 
ways to fall off a motorcycle. A ‘low’ side is when the 
front tyre looses traction going into a corner and you 
hopefully slide off gracefully! A ‘high side’ is the most 
feared way of parting from the bike and it usually oc-
curs when accelerating out of a corner, the moment 
the throttle is opened the back wheel may ‘spin’ but 
not grip the tarmac and with forward momentum it 
suddenly finds grip and the rider is shot vertically out 
of the seat. This always ends painfully. The simulator 
bike allows you to reproduce a ‘high side’ but with the 
stabilisers there is no danger of falling off so you can 
experience how it feels and learn how to control it 
using subtle throttle control. 

A good training programme should have seam-
less progress through the curriculum despite having 
different individual trainers. It is a waste of valuable 
training time if you have to repeat things with a new 
trainer having already achieved competency just to 
‘show’ him/her that you are up to ‘his/her’ standard. 
The standards should be defined by the training pro-
gramme and curriculum and be universally accepted 
by all trainers. At the Superbike School completion of 
one level and sign off by one trainer is accepted by 
everyone and the student moves seamlessly to the 
next level. Standards are agreed uniformly from one 
coach to another using their curriculum or “Levels’. 
The system is set up to maximise training opportu-
nity and seamless training. A good training system 
should have a regular review of quality, a quality as-
surance programme and this was ongoing at the Su-
perbike School which brings me to the most impres-
sive achievement, one from which Surgery can learn. 

They have a motto; ‘Our coach training is tough 
so your coaching is easy’ (Figure 6). Think about it. 
They have implemented an arduous regime to train 
their coaches how to teach. To become a coach you 
have to pass through a tough, intense and assessed 
training programme designed specifically to teach 
you how to train. Then after that there are regular 
assessments of your training standard (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Simulator training
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In Hong Kong, after passing the Specialty Exit 
Examinations and 2 years of being a Resident Special-
ist you can automatically become a trainer. Who has 
taught you how to train? Who has made the effort to 
teach the educational skills for you to be an effective 
surgical trainer? Fifteen years ago the California Su-
perbike School taught me the value of training cours-
es for trainers, a theme I have been developing since 
then and in Cardiothoracic Surgery we have been tai-
loring them specifically to the needs of our specialty 
and have delivered them in Singapore, Malaysia, Pa-
kistan, and Nepal. We run them under the banner of 
the RCSEd in conjunction with an educationalist so 
we have experts trained in the language of education 
participating by not just surgeons. Maybe we will get 
the mandate to deliver in Hong Kong soon.

In terms of an educationally sound and effective 
training programme I wrote down the ‘key pillars’ I 
had seen and put to such good use at a motorcycle 
school and for the last 10 years we have purpose-
fully moved in this direction in Cardiothoracic Sur- Figure 7. Ongoing assessment of coaches as they teach

Figure 6. 
The Superbike 
School ‘mantra’ 
on training 
coaches
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gery in Hong Kong (Figure 8). 
We now have a syllabus-led cur-
riculum-driven programme. All 
trainees have educational super-
visors and learning agreements 
are mandatory to aid seamless 
training. We have an Exit Exam-
ination (summative assessment), 
which has been developed over 
the years and is being continually 
developed to meet the competen-
cies of essentially a licensing ex-
amination, which includes assess-
ment of the examiners as part of a Quality Assurance programme. We 
have formative assessments in place and more in development. Messag-
es I took from the School included ‘assessment drives learning’ and ‘writ-
ing aids retention’. Hence we are introducing reflective writing practice 
to again further maximise training time, opportunity, and retention. We 
have external assessment of the programme via the Royal College of Sur-
geons of Edinburgh along with many of the Surgical Specialities in Hong 
Kong. We are introducing a series of wet labs for the trainees starting next 
year, our homage to the simulation training I underwent but I am sure we 
can improve on this and make use of developing technologies to further 
enhance the training experience of our juniors.

I learnt many other things that I have brought into my specialty from 
this School, which was set up to teach a practical skill safely. I learned the 
concept of ‘target fixation’. Imagine there is an object in the middle of the 
corner you are riding around, if you look at it and stare at it you will hit 
it! You need to look past it and see the whole corner and your exit point. 
Often in a complex surgery it is easy to ‘target fixate’ and overlook the 
whole picture. When I mentor and things seem to be getting more diffi-
cult during a surgical procedure I will often ask the trainee to just stop, 
reflect and take in the bigger operative picture as a way of finding an 
easier and more efficient solution to the problem we have encountered.

I also had a memorable day with Keith Code on a track day in Cata-
luña Spain. Halfway through the track session he stopped me and took 
me to one side. Good lap times and smooth he said but you seem to be 
ignoring one corner completely. I was, it was a downhill left hander and I 
hated it; it is unnatural for a right-handed person and downhill it always 
felt the front was loosing traction and anyway I was doing OK just pot-
tering around that corner and enjoying the rest of the lap. “Well” he said, 
“This afternoon I want you to come back out and make that corner your 
best friend”. “Break it down into its component parts and find a solution 

Figure 8. The 
‘pillars’ of a 
good training 
programme
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for each one you dislike”. “Do it in pieces not as a whole corner”. And I did 
just that and the result was amazing. I was smoother and faster through 
the whole lap. When I got home I sat down and asked myself, can I use 
this philosophy to benefit my operation. Which surgery do I dislike the 
most? I realised it was repairing a post-infarct ventricular septal defect. 
A hole in the ventricular septum with a left-to-right shunt that can occur 
after a myocardial infarction. The patients were sick, it was difficult some-
times to see where the defect in the septum was, stitching in the patch 
was awkward because you had to lean over to get access and there was al-
ways the worry that the stitches in the muscle would tear. So I applied the 
Keith Code philosophy to it. The patients were sick and I could not change 
that, so I focused on small components I could change. I sat down, broke 
the whole procedure into its component parts and came up with a solu-
tion for each one. It is now one of my favourite operations although with 
early thrombolysis and primary angioplasty it is now becoming quite un-
common. To find the defect in the mushy septum I decided that occlud-
ing the venous return for a short time would fill the right ventricle and the 
blood would come through the defect into the operative field, so I could 
see where it was. It worked and made visualising the defect so much eas-
ier. I decided to stitch the patch in I would do it from the assistants’ side 
of the table, looking directly at the defect rather than having to lean over 
awkwardly. I decided if I left the patch really loose so it was pressed up 
against the septum in systole, this would reduce any chance of it tearing; 
we have had no early recurrence since I started using this technique. I 
still use this philosophy daily when teaching and mentoring trainees and 
specialists through complex procedures. We break each case down into 
simple steps, find operative strategies to deal with each component or 
problem, and then put it all together. 

I do not ride so much anymore. Hong Kong roads and weather are 
not that hospitable for superbikes, and safe and convenient racing tracks 
with good medical facilities are far away. I still have 10 fingers, two arms 
and two legs so I survived my track days admirably and with that in mind 
it is probably where things should end. I did however, and still do, use 
some of the most remarkable philosophies and attitudes to training that 
I have ever experienced. To continually improve sometimes we need to 
learn not to ‘target fixate’ and look outside our specialties for inspiration.

There is a well-known and widely quoted Chinese proverb: ‘Give a 
man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime’, well after my experiences with the California Super-
bike School I have added to it: 

‘Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish 
and you feed him for a lifetime. Teach him how to teach others to fish 
and you can feed a Nation’.
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but we often look so long and so regret-
fully on the closed door that we do not 
see the one which is opened for us.” 
   Alexander Graham Bell 
   (1847-1922)

The quotation by Bell, one of the most important 
inventors of the last century, could not be more 

relevant to my own situation. To many of my pa-
tients and friends, I had enjoyed a fulfilling and highly 
successful surgical career, and they could not quite 
understand why l suddenly decided to retire and be-
came an artist. The truth was this transition was not 
entirely my choice as l was forced to retire from sur-
gery when l was found to suffer from Parkinson’s dis-
ease. Having said that, this was a blessing in disguise 
for me as l discovered that l have a great passion for 
art, even more than my passion for surgery, which l 
never thought before would be possible. I would like 
to share with the readership of the Cutting Edge my re-
discovery of myself, and how one can make the best 
out of a situation, even in the face of adversity. 

Although l have only picked up painting again 
since January 2016, l have been extremely prolific 
(like l was with surgical publications) during these two 
years and eleven months, driven by an unforeseeable 
and uncontrollable passion for art. So far, l have pro-
duced a 185-page art album featuring 227 pieces of 
my artworks from porcelain, watercolour, acrylic to 

Dr Anthony PC Yim, MD

A Surgeon-Turned Artist

Art Album "My Second Career" - 
a collection of artwork by 
Dr Anthony yim

Details about the 
painting can be found 
on Facebook. 

http://cshk.org/links/cutting_edge/
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Chinese ink paintings. This entitled My Second Career 
was published en gratis by AME in full colour, and re-
leased in April 2018. This was soon followed by my 
debut solo art exhibition at the Camlux Hotel, Kow-
loon Bay, Hong Kong from 19 May to 30 June 2018, 
during which over one hundred pieces of artworks, 
mainly paintings were exhibited. I was commissioned 
to paint the centrepiece for a brand-new hotel which 
was only recently opened in July this year called the 
Beacon in Mongkok, Kowloon, and the Guiding Light 
which measures 3.1 x 2.5 metres is now proudly 
hanging above the entrance foyer, together with a se-
ries of three Angkor Wat paintings (depicting sunrise, 
sunset and its memory) along its wall.

Why am l so attracted to art – a passion to the 
extent of almost becoming an obsession? Firstly, this 
is my character. Anyone who have worked with me 
knows if l decide to do something, l will be fully ded-
icated to it. Secondly, l was lucky to be born with a 
keen sense of colour and space, and my first career 
ambition was actually to become an artist. I was, 
however, talked out of it by my late father to pursue a 
medical career instead. Having worked as a surgeon 
for over three decades has given me new insights 
into art. To me, art represents a personal pursuit of 
perfection, so by that definition, a surgeon is per-
forming art everyday in the operating theatre. Also, 
to me, true art is not so much to show others what 
you can do, but rather an inward journal to rediscover 
and enlighten yourself. The Chinese sometimes re-
fer to this as self-cultivation, and was the prevailing 

Angkor Wat series
Chinese ink and colour on Xuan paper, 
137 x 70 cm each

AME Art Gallery - featured 
artist Dr Anthony P Yim

thinking among the literati in the Song Dynasty (960 
– 1279AD). 

While what constitutes art remains a subject of 
debate, the purpose of art to represent has long given 
way to expression with the advent of photography, 
so the value of an artpiece nowadays lies not only 
on its aesthetics and details, but more in its ability to 
convey a non-verbal, visual message from the artist 
to the viewers, in the appropriate context of history 
and culture. 

I was very fortunate to have been exposed to a 
wide range of art techniques, but have not become a 
pupil of any particular school of art. Therefore, l have 
no burden of history, and am totally free to explore 
as l firmly believe creativity should be an integral and 
essential part of today’s art. 

http://gallery.amegroups.com/
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Like surgery, l was blessed to have found my 
niche and focused interest at a very early stage as 
an artist. My main interest is to explore scientifically 
mixed media as a vehicle for expression. For centu-
ries, paintings from the East were dominated by ink 
on Xuan paper or its equivalent, and western paint-
ings by oil (more recently water colour and acrylic) 
on canvas. I, for example, explored the use of metal-
lic-coloured cardboard as a substrate for mixed media 
to good effects. This combination enhances the effect 
of light on the painting, so the colour of the painting 
changes with the light and the viewing angle. Because 
of space limitation, l am only showing a tiny portion 
of my work. Anyone interested to see more can visit 
my facebook which is publicly accessible (username: 
Anthony Yim). Let the paintings speak for themselves. 
I hope my painting will inspire some readers to redis-
cover themselves. I wish you all a Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year.

“Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.” 
 Edgar Degas (1834-1917)

At the Beacon
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The Guiding Light at 
the Beacon 
Mixed media with Chinese colour 
and Acrylic on gold and silver 
cardboards. The colour of the 
painting changes with the 
viewing angle, 3.1 x 2.5 m

Paintings Made on Xuan Papers

Blue Mountain (III)   Chinese ink and colour on Xuan paper, 76 x 33 cm

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2219470701701741&id=100009164996201
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Chi Series (I)
Chinese ink and colour on gold 
Xuan paper, 70 x 138 cm

Transcending Time and Space – A Picture in 
a Picture
A composite painting with Chinese ink and colour on 
treated Xuan paper. 24 x 69.5 cm
I invented this technique based on the fact that oil 
would render Xuan paper translucent from opaque. 
This allows the artists to expand the scope of their 
work, a technique l called transcending time and space

http://cshk.org/files/data/User/cshk/home/cutting_edge/Art-album_chi.pdf
http://cshk.org/files/data/User/cshk/home/cutting_edge/Art-album_PiP.pdf
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Paintings on Card Paper or Cardboard

2017.12.24   Chinese ink and colour on gold card paper, 79 x 54 cm
I prefer to name my abstract paintings by the date of completion of the work 
instead of a worldly title which otherwise would limit the viewers’ imagination 
and defeat the very purpose of abstract arts themselves

2017.12.25   Chinese ink and colour on gold card paper. 
A tritych measuring 78 x 54 cm (left), 19 x 54 cm (middle), and 78 x 54 cm (right)
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Enso   
Mixed media on black 
card paper, 70 x 50 cm

Self Awareness   Acrylic on gold card paper, 79 x 54 cm. 
The shiny background allows the viewer to see his/her own reflection 
and the viewer automatically becomes a part of this painting

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2126875754294570&id=100009164996201
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Silver Lining   Mixed media on black cardboard. 
This quadtych depicts an abstract landscape with light coming out the edges of a dark 
cloud, and mountain signifying hope in the face of adversity, 84 x 30 cm (from 4 panels)

Lotus Pond in the Rain   Mixed media on silver card paper, 76 x 53.5 cm
Lotus stands for purity and enlightenment. The silver card paper enhances the 
effect of light on the painting so that the same painting taken without flashlight 
(left) looks different from the one with flashlight (right). This reminds us that 
there are different perspectives in looking at the same event or issue in life
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Dreaming Spires(l)-sunrise   
Mixed media on blue card paper, 
77 x 53 cm
This is a new interpretation of a 
western-styled landscape paint-
ing using unconventional media

Huang Shan   
Chinese ink and colour on a silver card 
paper, 53 x 74 cm
This is a new interpretation of a 
Chinese landscape painting using 
unconventional media
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2018.08.26   These are a pair of Chinese ink splashed 
paintings on silver card paper, each measures 73 x 54 cm. 
The upper silver card is dull, while the lower is shiny. 
The ink was splashed across these two cards with subtle 
differences signifying our journey at different stages of 
our lives
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Colour-light dynamism
My latest endeavour is to explore mixed 
media on clear plastic to reproduce 
the effect similar to stained glass in a 
Cathedral. These six images capture a 
glimpse of evolving colour patterns l 
call light-colour dynamism

Paintings on Clear Plastic

2018.12.07   Mixed media on clear plastic, 87 x 63 cm

https://www.facebook.com/100009164996201/posts/2223616667953811/
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2222568831391928&id=100009164996201
https://www.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2226869010961910&id=100009164996201
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What have I learned? 
Life is a learning process. After l picked up painting 
again, l have become a happier person, and people 
around me generally find me more approachable than 
before. To respect life is to live it to the fullest under 
whatever situation. I feel blessed and enlightened, 
and l would like to share two points with our readers, 
each of these points has a painting to go with it: 

1. Acceptance
Happiness is a personal choice, and not a result. Sus-
tainable happiness has to come from within you, and 
in order to do that, you must find out who you real-
ly are, which include your strengths as well as your 
weaknesses. You have to understand and accept your-
self for who you are, and be grateful for what you 
have. Only then will you be able to see farther and 
broader, and fully understand and embrace other 
things in life, like diversity and the accelerating pace 
of change. 

I was very lucky to have a successful first ca-
reer early on which made me feel l could change the 
world. As l grew older, l realised many things in life 
are simply out of our control. Confucius nearly two 
thousand five hundred years ago advocated self culti-
vation – emphasising the importance of putting your-
self in order first, and family, country, and the world 
will follow (修身，齊家，治國，平天下). 

Peep at a Naked Man Standing in Front of a 
Broken Mirror
Mixed media on card paper, 44 x 75 cm

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2140353526280126&id=100009164996201
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East Meets West   
Mixed media on card paper, 
50 x 70 cm

My Second Career: an interview 
with Dr Anthony yim

2. Perspectives
I regard wisdom the ability to look
at things from different perspec-
tives. The way you view an issue
helps to define who you are, like
a glass half filled is half full or
half empty; a sudden life event, a
challenge or an opportunity? Our
judgement is often influenced by
our knowledge, past experience,
our history and culture. It is easy
to overlook other perspectives but
to fully understand a problem and
to find a solution, we must look
at things from different angles.
This is the very reason why l am
focusing on refining my painting
techniques to highlight how a
painting could look so differently
under different lighting and from
different angles.

Acknowledgement 
I would like to thank the Editori-
al Board of the Cutting Edge the 
invitation and the superb assis-
tance of Mr Patrick Ho in prepar-
ing this article.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2133632773618868&id=100009164996201
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5949485/
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EXAMINATION CORNER

1. Joint Specialty Fellowship Examination in
General Surgery (Singapore)
Date: 3-4 August 2018
Venue: Singapore
No. of candidates: 35
(HK: 9; Mainland - Guangzhou: 2; Singapore: 24)
Passing rate: 65.7% (23 out of 35, with 3 from Hong
Kong and 20 from Singapore)

2. Specialty Fellowship Examination in Plastic Surgery
Date: 5 September 2018 (Written) and
13 October 2018 (Viva & Clinical)
Venue: HKAM (Written) and PWH (Viva & Clinical)
No. of candidates: 3
Passing rate: 100%

3. Joint Specialty Fellowship Examination in Urology
Date:12 September 2018 (Written) and
13 October 2018 (Viva)
Venue:HKAM
No. of candidates: 6
Passing rate: 83% (5 out of 6)

4. MHKICBSC Part 3 Examination
Date:18-19 September 2018
Venue:PWH
No. of candidates:45 (Hong Kong: 40; Mainland: 5)
Passing rate:73% (33 out of 45, with 31 from Hong
Kong and 2 from the Mainland)

5. MHKICBSC Part 1 & 2 Examination
Date: 9 October 2018
Venue: HKAM and PMH
No. of candidates:
Part 1: 230 (Hong Kong: 222; Mainland: 8).
Part 2: 231 (Hong Kong: 220; Mainland: 11)
Passing rate:Part 1: 41% (94 out of 230)
Part 2: 34% (79 out of 231)

1

2

3

4

4
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Reform of Basic Surgical Training 
Curriculum

Dear Colleagues,
I am glad to inform you that the new Basic Surgical Training 

curriculum will be implemented on 1 January 2019. 
In the past 3 years, we have interviewed every Basic Surgical 

Trainee (BST) applying for Higher Surgical Training conjoint selec-
tion exercise to obtain the feedback of the surgical training. With 
the support of the Education & Examination Committee (E&EC) 
and the Council, a workgroup on Basic Surgical Training curricu-
lum reform was set up in 2017, consisting of representatives from 
all Surgical Specialty Boards. The entire curriculum including the 
objectives, modules of rotation, courses and assessments has 
been reviewed. We have also consulted our Sister Colleges and all 
trainers for valuable advices. 

The aim of the Basic Surgical Training programme is to pro-
duce practitioners with the necessary surgical knowledge and 
skills before proceeding for Higher Surgical Training. 

The current requirement of 1 year of core training in Gen-
eral Surgery & Emergency Surgery, together with 1-year surgical 
specialty training remains unchanged. The maximum recognised 
period of each surgical specialty is 1 year. The BST should attach 
to at least three specialties. The recognised training period for ac-
cident and emergency department is 6 months and for intensive 
care unit is 3 months.

In the new curriculum, the structure of Basic Surgical Train-
ing is based on four domains: knowledge, clinical skills, technical 
skills, and professionalism. We have reinstated the expected de-
liverables and competency requirements of each domain in dif-
ferent surgical modules.

In view of the heterogeneous operating experience of train-
ees, we suggest that minimal number of operations should be 
performed during Basic Surgical Training on three index proce-
dures, namely (1) Excision of Lumps & Bumps, (2) Flexible En-
doscopy, and (3) Closure of Laparoscopic / Laparotomy wound.

The Basic Surgical Training programme will be inspected 
simultaneously with Higher Surgical Training programme during 

the hospital inspection. In future, the in-
spection team will look into the compli-
ance of training deliverables, feedback 
from trainees on operative opportunities, 
support from centres for trainees to com-
plete competency assessments and attend 
mandatory training courses for accred-
itation of Basic Surgical Training posts.

The College will play a more active 
role to maintain the standard of the two 
mandatory training courses: the basic sur-
gical skill course (BSSC) and the clinical 
core competency course (CCCC). These 
two courses will be regularly reviewed for 
improvement by College representatives.

We have implemented more simula-
tion elements in the clinical core competency 
course. Also, a simulation course on commu-
nications will be introduced as non-manda-
tory course in the new curriculum.

Briefing Session on Proposed Changes to 
BST Curriculum

ANNOUNCEMENT
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The new half-year assessment form 
will be introduced with assessment of 
trainees on the four domains of training: 
knowledge, clinical skills, technical skills, 
and professionalism. 

The competency assessments in 
workplace are becoming more import-
ant tools in surgical training. Case-based 
discussion (CBD) will be introduced in 
the new curriculum to assess the train-
ees’ competency in clinical judgement, 
decision making and the application of 
medical knowledge. Also, we have in-
creased the number of Clinical Evaluation 
Exercise (mini-CEX) performed. We have 
also revised the competency assessment 
forms with emphasis on trainee’s reflec-
tion, trainer’s feedback, and four-level 
competency assessment. In the new cur-
riculum, each trainee should submit one 

mini-CEX, two DOPS and one CBD forms every January and July 
together with the half-year assessment. During the 2-year Basic 
Surgical Training period, the trainees should complete at least 
four mini-CEX, six surgical DOPS, two endoscopic DOPS, and 
four CBD. Trainees are required to complete at least one CBD 
assessment on “end of life care”. In the new curriculum, the as-
sessor of competency assessment will be relaxed from associate 
consultant to trainer (2 years’ post–Fellowship). 

The structure of MHKICBSC Examination will remain un-
changed. After we have implemented more training on area 
of communication in competency assessment and simulation 
course, we may replace the communication bay in Part 3 Mem-
bership Examination.

I have to express my deepest thanks to the representatives 
of curriculum reform workgroup, E&EC members, our Sister Col-
leges colleagues, College Councillors and YOU for the contribu-
tions on the new Basic Surgical Training curriculum. With your 
support and guidance, I am sure we can provide a better standard 
of training to our new-generation surgeons.

 Dr Michael WY Leung

 Queen Elizabeth Hospital

Training Forum in RCSEd/CSHK Conjoint 
Scientific Congress 2018

Train-the-Trainer Course for Surgical Trainers for Basic 
Surgical Training
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ACHIEVEMENT

The annual Honours List is published in the Gazette of the SAR Gov-
ernment every year on the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region    

Establishment Day (1 July). The nomination is usually made by SAR 
Government departments, and evaluated by the Honours Committee. 
This year, two of our Fellows are awarded in view of their distinguished 
achievement and contribution to the society. May the College extend its 
felicitations to Prof. Kwok-yung Yuen and Dr Kwok-ki Chan for their ac-
complishments.

Prof. Kwok-yung Yuen G.B.S., J.P.
Honorary Fellow (2009)
Gold Bauhinia Star (G.B.S.)  

The Gold Bauhinia Star (GBS) is 
awarded to eminent persons who 
have given very distinguished ser-
vice to the community or who have 
rendered public or voluntary ser-
vice of a very high degree of merit

Dr Kwok-ki Chan M.H.
Private Practice
Medal of Honour (M.H.) 

The Medal of Honour (MH) is award-
ed in recognition of community ser-
vice in a district or in a particular 
field over a long period of time
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COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE

President Paul BS lai Prince of Wales Hospital

Vice President (External Affairs) Edward CS lai Private Practice

Vice President (Internal Affairs) Enders KW ng Prince of Wales Hospital

Honorary Secretary Siu-kee leung Tuen Mun Hospital

Honorary Treasurer Philip WY Chiu Prince of Wales Hospital

Censor-in-Chief Heng-tat leong North District Hospital

Council Members Kent-man Chu Queen Mary Hospital

 Peggy SK Chu Tuen Mun Hospital

 Chiu-ming ho Private Practice

 Kam-hung kwok Queen Elizabeth Hospital

 Simon YK law  Queen Mary Hospital

 Michael WY leung Queen Elizabeth Hospital

 Chi-fai ng Prince of Wales Hospital

 Simon SM ng  Prince of Wales Hospital

 Wai-sang poon Prince of Wales Hospital

 Wing-tai siu Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital

 Chad CW tse  Queen Elizabeth Hospital

 Ming-kwong Yiu Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital

Ex officio Councillor Stephen WK Cheng  Queen Mary Hospital
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